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Ms Lauren Mesiti

Committee Clerk
The Public Administration Committee

Legislative Council
Parliament House
PERTH WA 6000

Dear Committee,
RE: In ui

^

^

into recreational huntin in Western Australia

The Australian Deer Association (ADA) applauds the Western Australian

Legislative Council for undertaking this inquiry into hunting on public land and
the potential that such hunting has to contribute environmental, economic and
social benefits to the community.

The ADA was formed in 1969 in Melbourne and has now grown to an Australiawide organization with over 5,000 members. The Western Australia Branch of

the association was formed in 2010 and its members are keen to support
improved hunting opportunity in this state.

The ADA has considerable expertise in wildlife management and control,
promotes ethical hunting and for many years has conducted a hunter education

program that focusses on legal, ethical and safe hunting and the utilization of
game meat.

The ADA considers that a strong case can be putforimproved access to some
public land in this state for hunting of pest species. This would benefit hunters,
but would also have a positive impact on the wider community and on the
conservation of the environment and on our unique wildlife.
Public land hunting already occurs in several other Australian states under
varying management regimes and these regimes are briefly described below as
they provide pointers to options that may be applicable in this state.
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Victoria

Several million hectares of public land are open to hunting with both firearms

and bows - state forest (pest species year-round and *'game" species during
open seasons), state game reserves (only *'game" species and then only during
open seasons) and some national parks in eastern Victoria (only deer species
during low-use periods) and regional parks (only "game" species during open
seasons).

Designated "pest" species include wild dogs, foxes, rabbits, hares, goats and
pigs. "Game" classification is given to deer species, several species of native
ducks and to native stubble quail.

A hunting licence is riot required to hunt "pest" species on public land but a
licence is required to hunt ingame" species. Game licences are issued by the
Department of Environment and Primary Industries. At the presenttime there
are around 27,000 people licensed to hunt deer and around 25,000 licensed to
hunt ducks and/or quailin Victoria. The number of game licence holders has
increased rapidly in recent years in response to increasing hunting opportunity,

greater publicity of hunting, favorable seasons and government support for
hunting.

Deer hunting effort occurs primarily on public land (state forest, national and
regional park and on state game reserves) while duck hunting occurs on private
land, on the numerous state game reserves and on some regional parks. Quail
hunting occurs largely on private land. There are no booking or other systems in
place to limit access to public land for hunting.
Regulations specify when and how the hunting of"game" species can occur, for
example, only in daylight hours (no spotlighting), the minimum calibres to be
used and that vehicles or moving boats cannot be used. Such regulations are

imposed to support proper target identification, "fair chase" hunting, animal
welfare standards and hunter and community safety.

In addition to the public land hunting that is available to all corners, the major
hunting organizations (Sporting Shooters Association (SSAA), Field & Game and
ADA) also assist Parks Victoria in targeted pest control/conservation activities on
Parks managed land that is otheiwise closed to hunting. All participants must
demonstrate competence before they can take part in this managed hunting.
The species that are prominent in these control programs include goats, pigs and
deer.
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Despite the large number of licensed hunters using public land in Victoria hunting
has been shown to be a safe recreation compared with most other sports.
Tasmania

There are considerable areas of public land in a number of classifications,
including national park, crown land, state forest and game reserve.
In Tasmania, a game licence, issued by the Department of Primary Industries,

Parks, Water and Environment (DPIWE), authorises the taking of game during
declared open seasons. Designated *'game" species include fallow deer, wild

ducks, muttonbirds, wallabies, brown quail and pheasants. Around 14,000 game
licences are sold annually in Tasmania.

A number of public game reserves are opened to duck hunting and mutton
birding during seasons and a number of state forests and conservation areas

allow fallow deer hunting under a ballot managed by the Game Management
Services Unit of DPIWE. Wallaby hunting is also permitted in some state forests.
Pest animals - rabbits, hares, foxes, pigs and goats can be hunted at any time on
both private land, state forest and crown land and no licence is required when
hunting them.
New South Wales

There are large areas of public land in New South Wales. Major categories

include national park, state forest and crown land. Hunting was traditionally
permitted in state forests at the discretion of the Regional Forester under local
arrangement.
An independent Game Council was formed in the early 2000s and since thattim
declared state forests and crown land areas in New South Wales have been

available for recreational hunting under a licensing and permit system. In late
2013 the Game Council was disbanded and its functions transferred to a Game

Unit within the Department of Primary Industries. Hunting in state forests
recommenced in early 2014 under this new administrative arrangement.
Deer species and native ducks and stubble quail in New South Wales are given
**game" status while ripest" status is applied to pigs, wild dogs, cats, goats,
rabbits, hares and foxes.

An "R-licence"issued by the Game Unit is required by hunters wishing to hunt on
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declared state forest or crown land. Hunters use an on-line system to book a

public land block and must download a map and carry a GPS device that defines
forest boundaries and any exclusion zones.

Approximately 16,000 people were licensed to hunt on public land in New South
Wales in 2013, a number that has increased rapidly since the commencement of
the program and that continues its rapid growth.
As in Victoria regulations are in place to help ensure that hunting, safety and
animal welfare standards are maintained.

No shooting accidents have occurred in New South Wales during the seven years
that public land hunting has been undertaken.
In late 2013 the New South Wales Government and its National Parks and

Wildlife Service signed an agreement with hunters for a three year trial in

targeted pest controlin a number of parks. All participants must be accredited
before they participate in this program. These control programs will target goats,
pigs and introduced predators.
South Australia

There is very little public land in South Australia and apart from the state game
reserves where ducks and quail may be hunted during open seasons, hunting is
limited to private land and to targeted pest control by members of the SSAA and
ADA in parks that are otherwise closed to hunting. The species that are
prominent in these control programs include goats and deer.
Hunting in South Australia is overseen by the Department of Environment, Water
and Natural Resources and all hunters must obtain a hunting permit before
hunting on either private or public land.

Australian Capital Territory
There is little public land suitable for hunting in the Australian Capital Territory.

The Namadgi National Park, which adjoins the Kosciusko National Park in New
South Wales, is closed to all hunting.
Queensland

Although the majority of this state is public land and leased for grazing, there is
also a considerable area, around four million hectares, that is classified as state
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forest and a significant area in other categories such as national park. Although
private land may be hunted with the permission of the landowner, access to
state forest or other public land for hunting is prohibited.
No native or introduced species are given "game" status in Queensland and no

hunter licensing system is in place. However, deer, ducks and quail were given
'*game" status in the past and licences were issued for their pursuit during
designated seasons butthese regimes have now been discontinued.

Hunters assist the Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service in targeted pest
control/conservation activities on some areas of conservation land. All

participants must complete an accreditation course before they can take part in

this pest control program. The species that are prominent in control programs
include wild dogs, foxes, cats, rabbits, goats and pigs.
Northern Territory

There is very little public land in the Northern Territory, however, pigs and
waterfowl may be hunted under a permit system on Shoal Bay and Harrison Darn
hunting reserves. Most hunting occurs on private land or on hunting concessions
with the approval of the landowner. To hunt on Aboriginal land a permit from the
respective Land Council and endorsement from the Traditional Owner is required.
Western Australia

Although hunting is currently legal on private land and on leasehold land with the

owner's or occupier's permission, it is illegal to hunt or to discharge a firearm or
other weapon on other categories of crown land in this state.

Some hunting of pest species currently occurs by hunters on public lands
administered by government departments in WA.
Summary

Differing management regimes are in place on public land in the various states,
with Victoria and having a long-standing game management and public land
hunting tradition. Queensland and Western Australia stand together at the other
end of the spectrum, having no species nominated as "game" and not allowing
any hunting by the general community on public land. New South Wales,
Tasmania, South Australia and the Northern Territory fall between these two
policy extremes.

Information regarding hunting demographics, participation and other features is
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available from a number of Australian sources. Perhaps the most recent and

comprehensive information on Australian recreational hunting is from a survey
carried out by researchers at the University of Queensland in 2012. Almost 7,800
hunters responded to this survey from all Australian states and territories and the
survey gives a number of insights into hunting in Australia including many that
are very relevant to this inquiry. We coinmend this survey to the inquiry. The
results of the survey can be viewed at: http://WWW. deerresearch. coin. au/wpcontentj'uploads/2012-08_summary-university-of-queensland-huntersurvey. pdf

It is difficult to briefly summarize the major findings of this survey, however
some findings that are perhaps more relevant to this inquiry are:
. The major expenditure on hunting is for firearms, licences, ammunition,
accommodation and food/drink,

. 42.7 per cent of hunters hunted more than 12 days annually on private land
while 28.2 per cent hunted more than 12 days annually on public land,
. The majority of respondents lived in Victoria, followed by New South wales,
Queensland and Western Australia and then other states and territories,
. Over 55 per cent travelled interstate to hunt, with the most significant
destinations being New South Wales followed by Queensland, Victoria and South
Australia,

. Almost 20 per cent of respondents had hunted overseas,
. Many hunters had undertaken formal hunter education courses,
. Major motivations for hunting were pest control, recreation, meat and
conservation,

. Hunters were also likely to fish and the majority were "sometimes"involved in
weed control, tree planting, fire management, property management, wildlife
and bird watching,

. Hunting's benefits were also seen to obtaining food, spending time with family
and friends, adjve outdoor activity and conservation,

. The majority of respondents indicated that they would buy a hunting licence if
this was required,

. Major constraints on hunting were a lack offree time, of access, of money or
legislative constraints,
. 97.8 per cent of respondents were male,

. Respondents belonged to a very wide demographic with 19.4 per cent earning
more than $100,000 annually and being employed particularly in technical/trade,
professional and managerial roles or retired.
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This survey indicates that as a group hunters come from a wide cross-section of
the Australian community, are committed to outdoor activities such as hunting
and fishing, and are motivated by the challenges that hunting provides, the
cainaraderie of the hunt, its conservation benefits and the provision of healthy
food. Major constraints on participation (apart from a lack of money or time)
were noted to be a lack of access to hunting land and restrictive legislation.

Public Land in Western Australia

Crown land constitutes approximately 93 per cent of allland in this state in a

number of different categories and under differing management regimes. This 93
per cent is made up of uriallocated land (38 per cent), pastoral leases (36 per
cent), conservation reserves (7.6 per cent), other reserves (10 per cent) and
other leases (3 per cent).

Three public land areas in Western Australia could potentially be opened to
hunting in line with what happens in the majority of other Australian states.
A. Uriallocated Crown Land

There are millions of hectares of land in the more remote areas of this state that

could be opened to hunting, particularly for feral species such as goats, camels,
wild dogs, donkeys and wild horses, all of which cause environmental damage if
numbers are left unchecked. While such hunting would be unlikely to control
animal numbers across such a large area on its own it would assist control

programs mounted by government and adjoining landowners.
B. State Forests

The Forest Management Plan 2014-2023(Conservation Commission of Western
Australia, December 2013) includes a section titled "Recreation and Tourism".

This section recognises that there is growing demand for outdoor recreation and
nature-based tourism and that this contributes to public understanding and
appreciation of nature, conservation and forest management, and makes an
important contribution to the social, spiritual, psychological, physical and
economic wellbeing of the community.

Activities currently catered for in state forests include picnicking, bushwalking,
cycling, camping, swimming, fishing, canoeing and off-road driving. The report
goes on to say that economic benefit derived from such recreational activity is
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State forest is increasing rapidly and will continue to grow in future.

The plan concludes that its goalis "to provide opportunities for active and
passive recreation and tourism that will meet public demand, so far as is
practicable and sustainable, and to provide regional socio-economic benefits.
This association contends that pest animal hunting could be accommodated in

these very extensive areas of Western Australian state forest along with existing
activities ad that such hunting would also contribute to the social, spiritual,
psychological, physical and economic wellbeing of the community. That hunting
can happily co-exist with other recreations on public land has been demonstrated
in other Australian jurisdictions, particularly in more densely populated Victoria
and New South Wales. Such hunting would complement pest animal control on
adjoining private agricultural and grazing land.
C. Gascoyne-Murchison Area
A rationalisation of the extensive but often unsustainable leasehold grazing

properties in this area to the north of Pelth has been undertaken in recent years
with financial supportfrom the Federal and State Governments.
This rationalisation has resulted in a large area of land being taken out of

production and returned to the ownership of the Crown. Although the area has
been taken out of production, it has high conservation values that are being
degraded by pest species, particularly goats, wild dogs, and donkeys that could
provide significant hunting opportunities.

Potential Benefits of Public Land Hunting

Hunting has been a valued tradition in western societies for hundreds of years as
is exemplified by the strong and enduring hunting traditions in countries such as
the United Kingdom, Sweden, Germany, Canada and the United States of
America. Hunter education, wildlife and pest management, the cainaraderie of
the hunt and the pleasures of sharing the products of the hunt with family and
friends around the mealtable are integral components of this long-standing
tradition.

In states where there are large areas of public land open to hunting, such
hunting makes a significant contribution to these states' economies and
employment, particularly in regional and rural areas, helps in the suppression of
pest numbers, contributes to the conservation of the environment and is a highly
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valued recreational, social and cultural activity amongst its many participants.
Hunting is also a healthy and challenging outdoor recreation that builds physical
fitness and develops other positive personal attributes such as self-reliance,

bush-craft, hunting and survival skills and awareness and knowledge about the
natural environment.

In the modern world many would-be hunters from an urban background have no
access to hunting on private land and little chance of obtaining it. In this
situation, suitably insured and educated hunters would place a very high value
on access to public land. That this is likely to be a particularly significant
constraint in Western Australia is highlighted by the University of Queensland
hunter survey referred to and described above.

Recommendations:

I. That the inquiry recommend to making public land, particularly remote
un-allocated crown land, areas in the Gascoyne-Murchison region and
state forest in the South-west available for the hunting of pest species,
2. That the committee recommend that licences are issued to those wishing
to hunt on any public land made available for hunting,

3. That the committee recommend that a licence to hunt pest species on
uriallocated crown land, state forest or other public land areas should be
accepted as a *'genuine reason" for the issuing of a firearms licence,
4. That the committee recommend that regulations are put in place to

support the concept of "fair chase", humane hunting practices,
huntedcommunity safety and the utilisation of game meat,

5. That the committee recommend that government, with the support of the
hunting organisations, provide hunters with education opportunities which

emphasise hunting and shooting skills, target identification, hunter safety,
animal welfare and conservation,

6. That the committee recommend that any hunter management regime
adopted be open to all, whether member of a hunting organisation or not,
and is kept as simple and all-encompassing as possible so that the
administrative costs and barriers to participation are minimised.
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The West Australia Branch of the Australian Deer Association would like to

support this submission in person if hearings are held by the Committee as part
of its inquiry.
Yours faithfully,
Jeff Stuart

Secretary
Western Australia Branch
Australian Deer Association
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